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FROM 'AFTER THE FALL'

A waste mound. A tree, made of insulated wires, artificial. Evening.
Usbogan sitting on a rusted exercise bike trying to pedal. The pedals won’t move. He 

gives up, exhausted, rests, then tries again. As before.
Videmeer arrives, a sack on his shoulder.
“Nothing to be done,” says Usbogan, giving up.
“I used to think that, but look!” Videmeer takes an oil can out of his sack, holds it high. 

Liquid can be heard sloshing inside.
“It’ll be water.”
“No, I checked.”
“I’m glad to see you back. I thought you were gone forever.”
“We’re all gone forever.”
“Don’t start that again.”
Videmeer scrambles up the mound, plastic bits and glass sand skitter beneath his boots. 

He pours oil on the pedals, on the wheels, on every metal part. He pours it on Usbogan’s 
leg.

“Watch it!”
“You need it! Those old legs.”
“My legs are perfectly fine, you know it.”
“Try now.”
Usbogan pedals and the bike shakes off its rust and moves smoother. It begins to hum, 

gently.
“Much better!”
“Keep going.”
He stops. “It’s too much for one man.”
“Keep going!”
Usbogan tuts, starts pedalling again. Videmeer climbs up to the tree and begins to unwind 

particular wires. He finds ends and strips off the insulation with his teeth.
“Will he come this time?” calls Usbogan.
“Who?”
“You know!”
“Google.”
“Will he come?”
“Keep pedalling and you’ll soon see!”
“It hurts.”
“Hurts?”



“Hurts! He wants to know if it hurts!”
“No-one ever suffers but you.”
Silence.  There  is  the  hum of  the  bike,  the  panting  of  Usbogan,  the  slap  of  wires  as 

Videmeer pulls out longer and longer lengths. There is silence. Videmeer pairs up two wires 
and drags them over to the bike. He fiddles around, connects them up. He returns to the tree.  
He climbs it.

“Forgot…” Videmeer mutters, climbing back down. He disappears over the other side of 
the mound.

“Tell it again,” says Usbogan.
“What?” 
“Tell it again. Tell me what happened.”
Videmeer reappears, holding a cracked laptop. “You know it.”
“Tell it again. I like how you tell it.”
“I won’t do it.”
“Please. For me.”
“Keep going.”
“I am. Tell it.”
Videmeer climbs the tree and sets the laptop in place between two high branches. He 

opens the dead screen. “Fine. But I don’t want to. Remember that please, you buffoon: I 
don’t want to.”

Usbogan shrugs.
“We used to have these things that got inside us. Inside our bodies. Into all the blood and 

guts and bones and everything else.”
“Disease.”
“I’m getting to that!”
“Sorry. I am sorry.”
“Yes: disease.” Videmeer pulls more wires from the tree and flips the laptop over. He 

takes a panel off the base and fiddles around inside. “So these disease things would be in 
our blood, our guts, our bones and everything else. And they’d, y’know, shut it all down. 
Stop it from working. And we’d get sick. You remember sick?”

“I remember sick.”
“But the scientists...”
“Like Google.”
“Maybe. The scientists found a way of stopping it. The diseases. All of them. Our bodies 

could fight anything. So people could eat what they wanted, when they wanted. Because 
diseases  was found in old foods.  And there  was no need to  clean up anymore because 
diseases was found in dirt and muck and filth.”

“What’s ‘filth’?”
Videmeer stops, looks at the moon and thinks. “Matter out of place.”
“You’ve been reading again?”
“What else is there to do?”
Silence. The whirr of the bike, the panting of Usbogan, the slapping of wires. Silence.
“I’ve heard that story before.”
“What?”
“About the diseases.”
“Well you asked for it!”
“Did I?”
“Keep going.”



“I am!”
The screen of the laptop flickers into life. Videmeer giggles and cheers.
“What? What?”
“It’s working!”
“I can’t see!”
“Turn around, you oaf!”
Usbogan stops pedalling, hops off the bike and looks up. The screen fades out.
“No you fool, keep going, keep going! Turn the thing around.”
“Sorry.  I  am  sorry.”  Usbogan  lifts  the  bike  and  turns  it  around.  Videmeer  watches 

carefully.
“Be careful with the wires.”
“I said I’m sorry!” Usbogan climbs back onto the bike and starts to pedal. The screen 

comes back to life. 
“Hooray!”
“Hooray!”
“We can call Google with it?”
“Not yet. Keep going.”
Videmeer climbs down and goes back to his sack. He takes out a book, looks at it, sets it  

down. He takes another book, and another and another, until he finds the right one. He turns 
the sack over and shakes it. A dead seagull falls out. Videmeer chuckles. He picks up the 
seagull and gives it Usbogan. 

“Eat this.”
“Thanks. You’re so good to me.” Usbogan bites into the seagull’s face, crunches on the 

beak. Maggots fall from the seagull’s guts. Videmeer catches and eats them.
“Friends.”
“What?”
“That’s what we are: friends.”
“Are we?”
“I think so.”
“If you like. I’ve always wondered.”
Videmeer climbs the tree again with his selected book.
“From Paddo’s mound?”
“Where else? He calls it his ‘library’.”
“Library.”
“Full of lies.”
“Of course.”
Usbogan waits. Videmeer flicks through the book and taps at the laptop.
“Is it helping?”
“Give me time!”
“You’ve had time. We all have.”
“Don’t start with that again. Silence, please.”
“Google will know what to do. When should we expect him? He knows where we are,  

right? He knows this tree.” Videmeer doesn’t reply. “He knows everything I suppose. I hope 
he comes. This is good seagull. Do seagulls still get disease?”

“Yes! Now: silence please.”
“Sorry. I am sorry.”
Silence. Usbogan starts whistling an old tune. Silence.
“I remember that. Do you remember it?”



“I remember everything.”
“What used to be here, then?”
“What?”
“What used to be here, before this mound?”
“A city. A park. A sea. Who cares?”
“Does metal get disease? Does glass? Does plastic?”
“Eventually. There. I’ve got it.”
Google appears on the screen. They both stare at it for a long time but nothing happens.
“Keep going.”
“I am!”
“Keep going.”
Videmeer presses a button on the laptop. A “c” appears on the screen.
“What’s that?”
“Never mind!”
“Is it Google?”
“I think so.” Videmeer climbs down from the tree. He goes back to his pile of books and 

sifts through them. “This one,” he says. He holds up a book called “Cats”.
“What is it? Let me see.” Videmeer passes the book to Usbogan who stops pedalling. 
“Keep going!”
“Yes, yes.” He pedals.
Videmeer takes the book back, climbs the tree and types “ats”. He hits another button and 

the screen changes.
“I can’t see!”
“Wait.”
Usbogan keeps pedalling. Videmeer looks at his first book. He clicks a few more buttons 

on the laptop. Nothing happens.
“The air feels strange, doesn’t it friend?” says Usbogan. “Charged up somehow. Like this 

bike, like that toy of yours. That Google. Everything hums. You think it’s all this metal? 
This plastic? The glass? The moon? The sky? I don’t know. I’ll bet Paddo knows.”

“Google knows.”
A picture of a cat appears on the screen. Videmeer lifts up the laptop.
“Can you see that?”
“I can see it.”
A moment later, the cat starts to move. It walks along a table, stops at the edge and looks  

at a window ledge opposite. It thinks about jumping for a while. Then it jumps and falls 
beneath the table.  The picture freezes. Videmeer clicks a button. The cat tries again. As 
before.

“Is it Google?”
“No.”
“How do you know?”
“Google’s a man, like me, like you.”
The picture freezes. Videmeer clicks the button. The cat tries again.
“How long have we been together all the time now?” says Usbogan.
“I don’t know. Fifty years maybe.”
“Do you remember other mounds? Before mounds?”
“That’s all dead and buried.”
“I remember the sun.”
“There’s no good harking back on that.”



The cat falls beneath the table. Videmeer presses the button. The cat tries again.
“We can still part, if you think it would be better.”
“It’s not worthwhile now.”
“No, it’s not worthwhile.
“You can stop now.”
“Shall I stop?”
“Yes; stop.”
He keeps pedalling. 
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